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The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a central generic problem in artificial
intelligence. Considerable progress has been made in identifying properties which ensure
tractability in such problems, such as the property of being tree-structured. In this paper
we introduce the broken-triangle property, which allows us to define a novel tractable
class for this problem which significantly generalizes the class of problems with tree
structure. We show that the broken-triangle property is conservative (i.e., it is preserved
under domain reduction and hence under arc consistency operations) and that there is a
polynomial-time algorithm to determine an ordering of the variables for which the broken-
triangle property holds (or to determine that no such ordering exists). We also present
a non-conservative extension of the broken-triangle property which is also sufficient to
ensure tractability and can also be detected in polynomial time.
We show that both the broken-triangle property and its extension can be used to eliminate
variables, and that both of these properties provide the basis for preprocessing procedures
that yield unique closures orthogonal to value elimination by enforcement of consistency.
Finally, we also discuss the possibility of using the broken-triangle property in variable-
ordering heuristics.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a central generic problem in artificial intelligence where each instance
consists of a collection of variables which must be assigned values subject to specified constraints. Each CSP instance has
an underlying undirected graph, known as its constraint network, whose nodes are the variables of the instance, and whose
edges connect precisely those pairs of variables which are related by some specified constraint. Such a graph is sometimes
called the structure of the instance.

There is a well-known efficient algorithm for solving any CSP instance whose underlying constraint network is a tree
[1,2]. If establishing arc consistency leads to a domain wipe-out, then no solution exists; otherwise a solution exists and can
be found by a backtrack-free search if the variables are ordered from any designated root to the leaves.

However, having tree structure is a very restrictive property. It is therefore worthwhile exploring more general problem
classes, to identify more widely-applicable properties which still allow efficient solution algorithms. Any subclass of the
general CSP which can be solved in polynomial time, and also can be identified in polynomial time, is called a tractable
subclass.
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There has been a considerable research effort in identifying tractable subclasses of the CSP over the past two decades.
Most of this work has focused on one of two general approaches: either identifying forms of constraint which are sufficiently
restrictive to ensure tractability no matter how they are combined [3,4], or else identifying structural properties of constraint
networks which ensure tractability no matter what forms of constraint are imposed [2,5].

The first approach has had considerable success in characterizing precisely which forms of constraint ensure tractability
no matter how they are combined. A set of constraint types with this property is called a tractable constraint language. In
general it has been shown that any tractable constraint language must have certain kinds of algebraic properties known
as polymorphisms [6]. A complete characterization of all possible tractable constraint languages has been established in
the following cases: conservative constraint languages (i.e., constraint languages containing all unary constraints) [7], and
constraint languages over a 2-element domain [8] or a 3-element domain [9].

The second approach has also had considerable success in characterizing precisely which structures of constraint net-
works ensure tractability no matter what constraints are imposed. For the class of problems where the arity of the
constraints is bounded above by some fixed constant (such as binary constraint problems) it has been shown that (subject to
certain technical assumptions) the only class of structures which ensure tractability are structures of bounded tree-width [10–
12]. This result significantly extends the class of tree-structured CSPs while retaining tractability.

In practice, constraint satisfaction problems usually do not possess a sufficiently restricted structure or use a sufficiently
restricted constraint language to fall into any of these tractable classes. They may still have properties which ensure they
can be solved efficiently, but these properties concern both the structure of the constraint network and the form of the
constraints. Such properties have sometimes been called hybrid reasons for tractability [13–16], and they are less widely-
studied and much less well-understood than the language properties and structural properties described above.

A classical approach to tractability of CSPs is to identify conditions on the class of CSP instances that can be used to
construct an ordering of variables which allows the instance to be solved efficiently. Freuder introduced a condition that
allows a variable ordering to be found in polynomial time, such that this variable ordering provides a backtrack-free search
procedure [1]. The condition amounts to requiring that a level of consistency has been enforced that is at least as great as a
measure he called the width of the constraint graph. More generally, the amount of backtracking can be bounded in terms
of the relationship between the level of consistency and the width of the constraint graph [17]. We note that Freuder’s
notion of width is equivalent to the notion of tree-width which is now widely used in graph theory [18].

The basic property described in this paper, which we call the Broken-Triangle Property (BTP), is a polynomial-time de-
tectable property which defines a novel hybrid tractable class of binary CSP instances. The BTP can be viewed as forbidding
the occurrence of certain subproblems of a fixed size within a CSP instance. A number of other properties of subproblems
of bounded size that guarantee tractability have previously been identified in the literature [19,20], but the BTP is unusual
in that it also incorporates variable ordering information.

The class of CSP instances that have the BTP with respect to some ordering is tractable: for all such instances there
is a polynomial-time procedure to determine a variable ordering which guarantees backtrack-free search. Our class is not
contained in the classes considered by Freuder, as we do not require a fixed relationship between tree-width and consistency
[1,17]. We show that all tree-structured CSP instances satisfy the BTP, as well as many other instances that are not tree-
structured (including some with unbounded tree-width).

We also show that the BTP, and certain generalizations, can be used to define a variable-elimination strategy which can
be applied to any binary CSP. Even when no variables can be eliminated by this strategy, we show that it can still provide
a basis for a new form of variable-ordering heuristic. For example, if the BTP is satisfied on a subset S of the variables,
then these variables should be placed at the end of the variable ordering. This guarantees that a search algorithm which
maintains arc consistency during search will not backtrack on the variables in S .

The paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 introduce the broken-triangle property and prove the tractability
of binary CSP instances satisfying the BTP even in the case when the variable ordering is unknown a priori. Section 4
shows that the BTP defines a tractable class that properly includes several other known tractable classes. Section 5 gives an
alternative characterization of instances which have the BTP, while Section 6 defines a non-conservative generalization of
the BTP. Variable elimination by means of the BTP and its extension are discussed in Sections 7 and 8. Finally, in Section 9
we discuss the possible use of the BTP in variable-ordering heuristics and prove the intractability of finding a maximum
subset of the variables on which a CSP instance has the BTP.

2. The broken-triangle property

In this paper we focus on binary constraint satisfaction problems. A binary relation over domains Di and D j is a subset
of Di × D j . For a binary relation R , the reverse relation rev(R) is defined as {(v, u) | (u, v) ∈ R}.

A binary CSP instance consists of a set of variables (where each variable is denoted by a number i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}); for each
variable i, a domain Di containing possible values for variable i; and a set of constraints. Each constraint is of the form
⟨(i, j), R⟩, where i and j are variables, the pair (i, j) is called the scope of the constraint, and R is a relation such that
R ⊆ Di × D j , specifying the allowed combinations of values for the variables in the scope.

To simplify notation we introduce the notion of a canonical constraint relation which combines all of the specified
information about a pair of variables i, j. In the following definition, we use the notation

!
S , where S is a set of relations,

to denote the intersection of all the relations in S .
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Fig. 1. The broken-triangle property on variables i, j, k.

Definition 2.1. Suppose i and j are variables of a CSP instance. Denote by Uij the set of constraint relations specified for
the (ordered) pair of variables (i, j). The canonical constraint relation between variables i and j will be denoted Rij and is
defined as

Rij =
"#

Uij ∪
$

rev(R)
%% R ∈ U ji

&'
.

The canonical constraint relation Rij contains precisely the pairs of values that are allowed for the variables i and j by
all the constraints on i and j. Note that Rij = rev(R ji). If there are no specified constraints on the pair of variables i and j,
then all pairs of values are allowed, so Rij is defined to be the complete relation Di × D j . (This can be viewed as defining
the value of an empty intersection in Definition 2.1 to be Di × D j .)

Throughout this paper, whenever we consider a binary CSP instance, we will use the notation Rij to refer to the canonical
constraint relation between variables i and j.

Definition 2.2. A binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property (BTP) with respect to the variable ordering <,
if, for all triples of variables i, j, k such that i < j < k, if (u, v) ∈ Rij , (u,a) ∈ Rik and (v,b) ∈ R jk , then either (u,b) ∈ Rik or
(v,a) ∈ R jk .

The broken-triangle property can be represented in diagrammatic form by the implication shown in Fig. 1. In the figure,
each vertex represents an assignment of a value to a variable, and for each variable an oval is drawn containing all its
possible values. Each line represents a consistent assignment of values for a pair of variables. A line joins element u ∈ Di
and element v ∈ D j if (u, v) ∈ Rij . The BTP on i, j,k simply says that for any “broken-triangle” a − u − v − b, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, there is always a true triangle u − v − c (where c is either equal to a or b).

It is important to note that the BTP must be satisfied for all triples i < j < k, even if the description of the instance does
not specify a constraint between all pairs of these variables. As noted above, if there is no specified constraint between i
and j, then Rij allows all pairs of values.

We remark that the definition of the BTP is similar to the standard definition of directional path consistency [2], but a little
stronger. To be directional path consistent requires that for all triples of variables i, j,k such that i < j < k, if (u, v) ∈ Rij ,
then there exists some c ∈ Dk such that (u, c) ∈ Rik and (v, c) ∈ R jk (but the implication shown in Fig. 1 may not be satisfied,
because c is not necessarily equal to a or b).

We also remark that the definition of the BTP is similar to the definition of hyper-3-consistency given in [21], but a little
weaker. To be hyper-3-consistent requires that for all triples of variables i, j,k, if (u, v) ∈ Rij , (u,a) ∈ Rik and (v,b) ∈ R jk ,
then both (u,b) ∈ Rik and (v,a) ∈ R jk .

A simple reformulation of Definition 2.2 shows that the BTP is equivalent to forbidding the existence of subproblems of
a certain form.
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Lemma 2.3. A binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to the variable ordering <, if, and only if, it
does not contain an ordered triple of variables i, j,k with i < j < k, and values a,b ∈ Dk, u ∈ Di and v ∈ D j , such that (u, v) ∈ Ri, j ,
(u,a) ∈ Rik, (v,b) ∈ R jk, (u,b) /∈ Rik and (v,a) /∈ R jk.

For an element a ∈ Di , we write Rij(a) to represent {b ∈ D j: (a,b) ∈ Rij}, the image of a in the relation Rij . The next
result shows that the BTP is equivalent to having certain inclusion relations between certain image sets.

Lemma 2.4. A binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to the variable ordering < if, and only if, for all
triples of variables i < j < k, and for all (u, v) ∈ Rij ,

#
Rik(u) ⊆ R jk(v)

'
∨

#
R jk(v) ⊆ Rik(u)

'
. (1)

Proof. The condition that either Rik(u) ⊆ R jk(v) or R jk(v) ⊆ Rik(u) is equivalent to stating that there do not exist elements
a of Rik(u) and b of R jk(v) such that a /∈ R jk(v) and b /∈ Rik(u). By the definition of the image of an element in a relation,
this in turn is equivalent to the statement that there do not exist a,b ∈ Dk such that (u,a) ∈ Rik , (v,b) ∈ R jk , (u,b) /∈ Rik
and (v,a) /∈ R jk . Hence the result follows by Lemma 2.3. ✷

Definition 2.5. A class of CSP instances is called conservative if it is closed under domain restrictions (i.e., the addition of
arbitrary unary constraints). A property is called conservative if it defines a conservative class of instances.

Lemma 2.6. The broken-triangle property with respect to any fixed variable ordering is conservative.

Proof. Lemma 2.3 states that the broken-triangle property holds for a binary CSP instance if and only if it does not contain
certain subproblems. Removing values from the domain of any variable in an instance cannot create new subproblems, and
hence cannot cause the broken-triangle property to become false. ✷

This result implies that the broken-triangle property is invariant under domain reduction operations such as arc consis-
tency: if a binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property, then so does its closure under arc consistency. Indeed,
any pre-processing operation which only performs domain reductions, such as arc consistency, path-inverse consistency [22],
or neighbourhood substitution [23,24], can be applied before looking for a variable ordering for which the broken-triangle
property is satisfied; these reduction operations cannot destroy the broken-triangle property, but they can make it more
likely to hold.

A set of CSP instances may satisfy the broken-triangle property due to the structure of the constraint graph, due to the
language of the constraint relations, or due to a combination of these.

Example 2.7. Let I be a binary CSP instance whose constraint relations are all zero/one/all (ZOA) relations, as defined in [25].
Such relations have the property that, for each pair of variables i, j, each u ∈ Di is compatible with either zero, one or
all possible values for j. ZOA relations notably include all relations specified by 2SAT clauses. An important property of
instances where all constraint relations are ZOA is that this remains true after establishing arc consistency and path con-
sistency. Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that I is both arc consistent and path consistent. By arc
consistency, and the definition of ZOA relations, Rij(u) is either a singleton or equal to D j , whenever i and j are distinct
variables and u ∈ Di . The BTP could then only be violated for u ∈ Di , v ∈ D j if Rik(u), R jk(v) were both singletons with
Rik(u) ≠ R jk(v). However, if this were the case, then ⟨u, v⟩ would have been deleted from Rij by path consistency. Therefore
I satisfies the BTP.

Further examples of some broad classes of CSP instances which satisfy the BTP are discussed in Section 4 (see Theo-
rem 4.8).

3. Tractability of BTP instances

In this section we show that if a CSP instance has the broken-triangle property with respect to some fixed variable
ordering, then finding a solution is tractable. Moreover, we show that the problem of finding a suitable ordering if it exists
is also tractable.

For a binary CSP instance with n variables, let d = max{|D1|, . . . , |Dn|} and let e be the number of constraints. Note that
an assignment of values ⟨u1, . . . , uk⟩ to the first k variables of a binary CSP instance is called consistent if ui ∈ Di whenever
1 ! i ! k, and (ui, u j) ∈ Rij whenever 1 ! i < j ! k [26].

Theorem 3.1. For any binary CSP instance which satisfies the BTP with respect to some known variable ordering <, it is possible to find
a solution in O (d2e) time (or determine that no solution exists).
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Proof. By the discussion in Section 2, if an instance has the BTP with respect to <, then establishing arc consistency
preserves the BTP. Furthermore, it is known that arc consistency can be established in O (d2e) time [27]. If this results in
an empty domain, then the instance has no solutions. Therefore, we assume in the following that the CSP instance is arc
consistent and has non-empty domains.

We can assign some value u1 ∈ D1 to the first variable, since D1 is non-empty. To prove the result it is sufficient to
show, for all k = 2, . . . ,n, that any consistent assignment ⟨u1, . . . , uk−1⟩ for the first k − 1 variables can be extended to a
consistent assignment ⟨u1, . . . , uk⟩ for the first k variables. The case k = 2 follows from arc consistency.

By Lemma 2.4, if i < j < k then either Rik(ui) ⊆ R jk(u j) or R jk(u j) ⊆ Rik(ui). For any fixed k > 2, we can therefore apply
Lemma 2.4 to every pair of variables occurring before k in the ordering to establish that the set {Rik(ui) | i < k} is totally
ordered by subset inclusion, and hence has a minimal element

Ri0k(ui0) =
"

i<k

Rik(ui) (2)

for some i0 < k. Since the instance is arc consistent, Ri0k(ui0 ) ≠ ∅. By the definition of Rik(ui), it follows from Eq. (2) that
⟨u1, . . . , uk⟩ is a consistent assignment for the first k variables, for any choice of uk ∈ Ri0k(ui0).

The time taken to calculate the intersections in (2) is at most O (ed) overall, since each value in the domain must be
checked against each relevant constraint. ✷

Theorem 3.2. Given a binary CSP instance I , there is a polynomial-time algorithm to find a variable ordering <, such that I satisfies
the broken-triangle property with respect to < (or to determine that no such ordering exists).

Proof. Given a binary CSP instance I , we define an associated CSP instance P I that has a solution precisely when there
exists a suitable variable ordering for I .

To construct P I , let O 1, . . . , O n be variables taking values in {1, . . . ,n} representing positions in the ordering. We impose
the ternary constraint

O k < max{O i, O j} (3)

for all triples of variables i, j,k in I such that the broken-triangle property fails to hold for some u ∈ Di , v ∈ D j , and
a,b ∈ Dk when the variables are ordered i < j < k. The instance P I then has a solution precisely if there is an ordering
of the variables 1, . . . ,n of I which satisfies the broken-triangle property. Note that if the solution obtained represents a
partial order (for instance, if O i and O j are assigned the same value for some i ≠ j), then it can be extended to a total
order which still satisfies all the constraints by using a linear-time topological sort.

For each triple of variables in I , the construction of the corresponding constraints in P I requires O (d4) steps to check
which constraints to add. There are O (n3) such triples, so constructing instance P I takes O (n3d4) steps, which is polynomial
in the size of I .

The constraints in P I are all of the form (3), and such constraints have the property that they are max-closed1 [28].
Max-closed constraints are a tractable constraint language [28]: any CSP instance with max-closed constraints can be solved
by establishing generalized arc consistency [29] and then choosing the maximum element which remains in each variable
domain. Since the size of P I is polynomial in the size of I , it follows that the instance P I can be solved in time polynomial
in the size of I . ✷

In Section 7 we describe an alternative, more efficient, approach to finding a suitable variable ordering, or determining
that no such ordering exists (see Corollary 7.5).

4. Related tractable classes

In this section we will show that the broken-triangle property generalizes several other known tractable classes, some
of which have unbounded tree-width.

Definition 4.1. A binary relation Rij on the sets Di and D j , where D j is totally ordered, is said to be right monotone if
∀a ∈ Di , ∀b, c ∈ D j ,

(a,b) ∈ Rij ∧ b < c ⇒ (a, c) ∈ Rij.

A commonly-used right monotone constraint is the inequality constraint: “value of variable i ! value of variable j”. The
complete relation, which allows every combination of values, is also right monotone.

1 To verify that a constraint is max-closed we need to show that if we take any 2 tuples which satisfy the constraint, and then compute the maximum
of the 2 values in each co-ordinate position of these tuples, then we always obtain a tuple that satisfies the constraint [28]. To verify that this holds for all
the constraints in P ′ , we simply note that if p1 < max{q1, r1} and p2 < max{q2, r2} then max(p1, p2) < max{max(q1,q2),max(r1, r2)}.
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Definition 4.2. A binary CSP instance is renamable right monotone with respect to a variable ordering < if each set Dk , for
k ∈ {2, . . . ,n}, can be ordered (separately), such that Rik is right monotone for every i < k.

Proposition 4.3. If a binary CSP instance is renamable right monotone with respect to a variable ordering <, then it satisfies the
broken-triangle property with respect to <.

Proof. Suppose the CSP instance is renamable right monotone with respect to variable ordering <, and let k be any variable.
Since the instance is renamable right monotone with respect to <, there is an ordering of Dk such that whenever i < k then
Rik is right monotone. Now suppose i < j < k are variables in this ordering. Then each of Rik and R jk is right monotone.
Now suppose that (u, v) ∈ Rij , (u,a) ∈ Rik and (v,b) ∈ R jk . If a < b, then (u,b) ∈ Rik (since Rik is right monotone); if a > b,
then (v,a) ∈ R jk (since R jk is right monotone). Hence, by Definition 2.2, the broken-triangle property is satisfied for the
triple i, j,k. Since the choice of k was arbitrary, it follows that the instance satisfies the BTP. ✷

Using Lemma 2.4 we can obtain another simple sufficient condition for the broken-triangle property to hold.

Lemma 4.4. A binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to a variable ordering < if, for all triples of
variables i < j < k, either Rik or R jk is a complete relation.

Proof. If Rik is a complete relation, then Rik(u) = Dk , while if R jk is a complete relation, then R jk(v) = Dk . In either case,
by Lemma 2.4, the instance satisfies the BTP. ✷

Proposition 4.5. If a binary CSP instance has a tree structure, then it satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to any variable
ordering in which each node occurs before its children.

Proof. If we order the nodes of a tree from any designated root to the leaves, then each node is connected to at most one
node earlier in the ordering. Hence, if a CSP instance has a tree structure, then any variable ordering < of this kind has the
property that, for each variable k, there is at most one variable i, with i < k, such that Rik is not a complete relation. Hence,
by Lemma 4.4, the instance satisfies the BTP with respect to any such ordering. ✷

To obtain a further class of examples we note that with any CSP instance P (of arbitrary arity) we can associate a binary
CSP instance I P which is called the dual of P [30]: the instance I P has a variable for each constraint of P , and a binary
constraint between each pair of variables associated with overlapping constraints of P . The binary constraints in I P are
defined to ensure that the variables in I P can only take values which agree on the corresponding shared variables of P
(see [30] for details).

Lemma 4.6. Let P be a CSP instance (of arbitrary arity) with constraint scopes E1, E2, . . . , Em, where the constraints allow all combi-
nations of values from some fixed domain D. The dual instance I P , with corresponding variables 1,2, . . . ,m, has the BTP with respect
to some ordering < if, and only if, for all triples Ei, E j, Ek with i < j < k we have

(Ei ∩ Ek ⊆ E j ∩ Ek) ∨ (E j ∩ Ek ⊆ Ei ∩ Ek). (4)

Moreover, if this condition holds, then the dual of any instance P ′ with the same constraint scopes also has the BTP with respect to <.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, I P has the BTP with respect to < if and only if for all triples i < j < k, and for all (u, v) ∈ Rij ,
(Rik(u) ⊆ R jk(v)) ∨ (R jk(v) ⊆ Rik(u)). But, by the definition of the dual [30], for any fixed pair u, v , the range Rik(u) is
determined purely by the overlap of Ei and Ek , and the range R jk(v) is determined purely by the overlap of E j and Ek .
Hence, I P has the BTP with respect to < if and only if the given condition holds on Ei ∩ Ek and E j ∩ Ek .

Finally, we note that the dual of any other instance P ′ with the same constraint scopes can be obtained from the dual
of such an instance P , for an appropriate choice of D , by imposing restrictions on the domains. Hence, by Lemma 2.6, the
dual of P ′ will also have the BTP with respect to <. ✷

The edges of any tree can be ordered so that they satisfy the condition given in Lemma 4.6, so we obtain the following
corollary of this result.

Corollary 4.7. The dual of any tree-structured binary CSP instance has the BTP with respect to some ordering.

Now let TREE be the constraint satisfaction problem consisting of all instances that have tree structure, RRM be the
CSP consisting of all instances that are renamable right monotone with respect to some variable ordering, and DUAL-TREE
be the CSP consisting of all instances which are duals of instances with tree structure. Note that these three classes are
incomparable, for example an instance consisting of a single equality constraint belongs to TREE and DUAL-TREE but not to
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Fig. 2. An instance in BTP that is not in RRM, TREE or DUAL-TREE.

RRM. Moreover, both RRM and DUAL-TREE contain instances of arbitrary tree-width; for example, RRM contains instances
where the constraint structure is a grid of arbitrary size, and DUAL-TREE contains instances where the constraint structure
is a clique of arbitrary size (such as the dual of any instance whose structure is a star). Finally, let BTP be the CSP consisting
of all instances which have the broken-triangle property with respect to some variable ordering. We now show that the
class BTP properly includes the other 3 classes.

Theorem 4.8. RRM ! BTP, TREE ! BTP, and DUAL-TREE ! BTP.

Proof. The inclusions follow from Propositions 4.3, 4.5 and Corollary 4.7; the instance shown in Fig. 2 establishes the strict
separations. ✷

5. An alternative characterization of the BTP

In this section we consider the broad class of properties which are both conservative and preserved by taking sub-
problems. We show that the broken-triangle property is the only such property which ensures that the following desirable
behaviour can be guaranteed simply by achieving a certain level of arc consistency:

Definition 5.1. A CSP instance is universally backtrack-free with respect to an ordering < of its n variables if ∀k ∈ {2, . . . ,n},
any consistent assignment for the first k − 1 variables can be extended to a consistent assignment for the first k variables.

Definition 5.2. Given a CSP instance I on variables 1, . . . ,n, the induced subproblem I({i1, . . . , im}), where 1 ! i1 < i2 <
· · · < im ! n, is the m-variable CSP instance with domains Di1 , . . . , Dim and exactly those constraints of I whose scopes are
subsets of {i1, . . . , im}.

Definition 5.3. A set Σ of CSP instances is inclusion-closed if ∀I ∈ Σ , all subproblems I(M) on subsets M of the variables
of I also belong to Σ .

Definition 5.4. (See [2].) A binary CSP instance is directional arc consistent with respect to a variable ordering <, if for all
pairs of variables i < j, for every a in Di , there exists some b ∈ D j such that (a,b) ∈ Rij .

Given any binary CSP instance I , we can remove values from the domains of the variables to achieve directional arc
consistency, without changing the set of solutions [2]. The result of applying such an algorithm is unique, and is called the
directional arc-consistency closure of I .

Proposition 5.5. Let Σ be a conservative inclusion-closed set of binary CSP instances. The directional arc-consistency closure DAC(I)
of every I ∈ Σ with respect to a variable ordering < is universally backtrack-free with respect to < if, and only if, ∀I ∈ Σ , DAC(I)
satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to <.

Proof. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that if any binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle
property then its directional arc-consistency closure is universally backtrack-free.

To prove the converse, suppose that Σ is a conservative inclusion-closed set of CSP instances and consider any I ∈ Σ .
Since Σ is conservative, DAC(I) also belongs to Σ , since it is obtained from I by a sequence of domain reductions. In the
following, we let Di denote the domain of variable i in DAC(I). Consider three variables i < j < k and four domain values
u ∈ Di , v ∈ D j , a,b ∈ Dk such that (u, v) ∈ Rij , (u,a) ∈ Rik and (v,b) ∈ R jk . Denote by I ′ the induced subproblem of DAC(I)
on variables i, j,k and with reduced domain {a,b} for variable k. Establishing directional arc consistency in I ′ may reduce
the domains of variables i and j, but cannot delete v from the domain of variable j (since it has a support, namely b,
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at k) nor can it delete u from the domain of variable i (since it has supports at variables j and k). If DAC(I ′) is universally
backtrack-free, then the consistent assignment ⟨u, v⟩ for the variables ⟨i, j⟩ can be extended to a consistent assignment for
⟨i, j,k⟩, which must be either ⟨u, v,a⟩ or ⟨u, v,b⟩. This corresponds exactly to the definition of the broken-triangle property,
and so DAC(I) satisfies the BTP. ✷

6. Generalizing the BTP

In this section we show that a weaker form of the broken-triangle property also implies backtrack-free search. This
leads to a strictly larger, but non-conservative, tractable class of CSP instances. Throughout this section, we assume that all
variable domains are totally ordered.

Definition 6.1. A binary CSP instance is min-of-max extendable (MME) with respect to the variable ordering <, if for all
triples of variables i, j,k such that i < j < k, if (u, v) ∈ Rij , then ⟨u, v, c⟩ is a consistent assignment for ⟨i, j,k⟩, where

c = min
#
max

#
Rik(u)

'
,max

#
R jk(v)

''
.

The symmetrically equivalent property max-of-min extendability is defined similarly, but with c = max(min(Rik(u)),
min(R jk(v))).

Lemma 6.2. A binary CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to a variable ordering < if, and only if, it is
min-of-max extendable with respect to < for all possible domain orderings.

Proof. Suppose that a CSP instance satisfies the broken-triangle property with respect to <, and consider an arbitrary
ordering of each of the domains. To prove min-of-max extendability, it suffices to apply the broken-triangle property to
a = max(Rik(u)) and b = max(R jk(v)). If a = b then clearly ⟨u, v,min(a,b)⟩ is a consistent assignment for ⟨i, j,k⟩. Otherwise,
since a and b are maximal, ⟨u, v,max(a,b)⟩ is not a consistent assignment; hence by the BTP, ⟨u, v,min(a,b)⟩ is a consistent
assignment.

To prove the converse, suppose that a CSP instance is min-of-max extendable for all possible domain orderings. For any
distinct a,b ∈ Dk , consider an ordering of Dk for which a = max(Dk) and b = max(Dk − {a}). The broken-triangle property
then follows from the definition of min-of-max extendability. ✷

Theorem 6.3. If a binary CSP instance is min-of-max extendable with respect to some known variable ordering < and some (possibly
unknown) domain orderings, and is also directional arc consistent with respect to <, then it is universally backtrack-free with respect
to <, and hence can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. Suppose that ⟨u1, . . . , uk−1⟩ is a consistent assignment for the variables ⟨1, . . . ,k − 1⟩. By directional arc consistency,
∀i < k, Rik(ui) ≠ ∅. This means that

c = min
$

max
#

Rik(ui)
'
: 1 ! i ! k − 1

&

is well-defined. Let j ∈ {1, . . . ,k − 1} be such that c = max(R jk(u j)). Let i be any variable in {1, . . . ,k − 1} − { j}. Applying
the definition of min-of-max extendability to variables i, j,k allows us to deduce that (ui, c) ∈ Rik . It follows that ∃uk ∈ Dk
(namely uk = c) such that ⟨u1, . . . , uk⟩ is a consistent assignment for the variables ⟨1, . . . ,k⟩. This establishes that the
instance is universally backtrack-free.

Note that we used the ordering of domain Dk only to prove the existence of at least one consistent extension ⟨u1, . . . , uk⟩
of ⟨u1, . . . , uk−1⟩. A search algorithm can find some consistent value for uk , without any information about the domain
orderings, simply by checking each possible value from Dk . Hence the instance can be solved in polynomial time, even
when the domain orderings are unknown. ✷

Theorem 6.4. The problem of finding a variable ordering for a binary CSP instance with ordered domains such that it is min-of-max
extendable with respect to that ordering (or determining that no such ordering exists) is solvable in polynomial time.

Proof. The requirements for the ordering are a subset of the requirements for establishing the broken-triangle property.
Hence the result can be proved exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. ✷

We can use Theorem 6.4 in the following way: given a CSP instance with ordered domains, compute its arc consistency
closure, and then test (in polynomial time) whether this reduced instance is min-of-max extendable for some ordering of
its variables. If we find such an ordering, then the instance can be solved in polynomial-time, by Theorem 6.3.

However, this approach is not guaranteed to find all possible useful variable orderings achieving min-of-max extendabil-
ity, because min-of-max extendability is not conservative, as the following example shows.
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Fig. 3. An example of a CSP instance which is directional arc consistent and min-of-max extendable, but which fails to be min-of-max extendable when
made arc consistent.

Example 6.5. Fig. 3 shows a binary CSP instance in which a dashed line between values p ∈ Di and q ∈ D j represents the
fact that ⟨p,q⟩ /∈ Rij . All pairs of values not joined by a dashed line are consistent. This instance is directional arc consistent
and min-of-max extendable with respect to the variable ordering 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 and the ordering a > b > c of domain D4
(and any orderings of the other domains). However, this instance does not satisfy the BTP (consider the “broken triangle”
b − u − v − c).

If we establish arc consistency, the value a is deleted from D4 since it has no support in D1. The resulting CSP instance
is arc consistent but no longer min-of-max extendable, since ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ R23 but cannot be extended to a consistent assignment
for variables 2,3,4.

Since min-of-max extendability is not a conservative property, it can be the case that, for some variable orderings, the
directional arc-consistency closure is min-of-max extendable but the full arc-consistency closure is not, as in Example 6.5.

Finally, we show that min-of-max extendability is a strict generalization of a previously-identified hybrid tractable class.

Definition 6.6. (See [31].) A CSP instance is row-convex (with respect to a fixed variable ordering and fixed domain order-
ings) if for all pairs of variables i < j, ∀u ∈ Di , Rij(u) is the interval [a,b] for some a,b ∈ D j .

It is known that a directional path-consistent row-convex binary CSP instance is universally backtrack-free and hence
tractable [31]. (However, it should be noted that establishing directional path consistency may destroy row-convexity.) Our
interest in this hybrid tractable class is simply to demonstrate that it is a special case of min-of-max extendability.

Proposition 6.7. If a binary CSP instance is directional path-consistent and row-convex, then it is min-of-max extendable (and max-
of-min extendable).

Proof. Consider the triple of variables i < j < k and suppose that (u, v) ∈ Rij . By directional path consistency, ∃c ∈ Dk
such that (u, c) ∈ Rik and (v, c) ∈ R jk . By row-convexity, Rik(u) and R jk(v) are intervals in the ordered domain Dk . The
existence of c means that these intervals overlap. Both end-points of this overlap provide extensions of (u, v) to a consistent
assignment for the variables ⟨i, j,k⟩. One end-point is given by min(max(Rik(u)),max(R jk(v))) which ensures min-of-max
extendability. (The other ensures max-of-min extendability.) ✷

On the other hand, it is perfectly possible for a binary CSP instance to be min-of-max extendable without being row-
convex, as shown by Example 6.5 (consider R34(v)).

7. Variable elimination using the BTP

Classical techniques for reducing the search space of a CSP are based on domain reduction via value elimination. In this
section we will show that the BTP can be used to define a novel strategy for variable elimination in binary CSPs. We will
investigate the time complexity of applying this variable elimination strategy, and explore the interaction between variable
and value eliminations.

In contrast to bucket elimination, which requires space exponential in the tree-width of the constraint network [32],
our scheme for variable elimination using the BTP can be applied in polynomial time even to classes of CSP instances with
unbounded tree-width.
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Existing techniques for choosing good variable orderings have focused on variants of the smallest domain heuristic [33],
probabilistic estimates of the most likely assignments [34], and dynamic variable orderings together with a local search
criterion [35]. Our scheme could be used as part of input preprocessing, or even during search, together with the usual
enforcement of arc or path consistency. Existing variable ordering heuristics can then be applied during search after some
variables have been eliminated.

We first define a local broken-triangle property for a single variable k.

Definition 7.1. A variable k in a binary CSP instance satisfies the local broken-triangle property (lBTP) if for all pairs of
distinct variables i, j ≠ k, ∀a,b ∈ Dk , ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ Rij , ⟨u,a⟩ ∈ Rik and ⟨v,b⟩ ∈ R jk implies that ⟨u,b⟩ ∈ Rik or ⟨v,a⟩ ∈ R jk .

Let [n]−k denote the set {1, . . . ,n} \ {k} = {1, . . . ,k − 1,k + 1, . . . ,n}.

Proposition 7.2. Let I be an arc-consistent binary CSP instance on variables [n] such that variable k satisfies the lBTP, and let I ′ be the
induced subproblem of I on variables [n]−k. Then I ′ has a solution if and only if I has a solution. Indeed, the set of solutions of I ′ is
exactly the projection of the set of solutions of I onto the variables [n]−k.

Proof. Since I ′ is a subproblem of I , we only need to prove that every solution of I ′ can be extended to a solution of I . Let
⟨a1, . . . ,ak−1,ak+1, . . . ,an⟩ be a solution of I ′ . By arc consistency, ∀i ≠ k, Rik(ai) ≠ ∅. Since k satisfies the lBTP, by the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, any two elements of {Rik(ai) | i ∈ [n]−k} are ordered by subset inclusion, so this set
is totally ordered by subset inclusion, and hence has a non-empty intersection. This implies that every solution of I ′ can be
extended to a solution of I , which completes the proof. ✷

Proposition 7.2 tells us that the solvability of any CSP instance is invariant under the elimination of any variables that
satisfy the lBTP.

The following proposition gives a concrete example of the application of this form of variable elimination.

Proposition 7.3. In a path consistent binary CSP instance, all variables k such that |Dk| = 2 satisfy the lBTP and hence can be elimi-
nated.

Proof. Consider a variable k such that |Dk| = 2. Suppose for a contradiction that for some i, j ≠ k, we have ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ Rij ,
⟨u,a⟩ ∈ Rik , ⟨v,b⟩ ∈ R jk , ⟨u,b⟩ /∈ Rik and ⟨v,a⟩ /∈ R jk . Then a ≠ b, and we can deduce that Dk = {a,b}. But then ⟨u, v⟩ ∈ Rij
has no support at variable k, which contradicts the assumption of path consistency. ✷

Theorem 7.4. The closure of a binary CSP instance under the elimination of all variables that satisfy the lBTP is unique and can be
found in O (ned3) time.

Proof. By Definition 7.1, if variable k satisfies the lBTP in a binary CSP instance I , then k satisfies the lBTP in any subproblem
of I that includes k. Thus, if variables j and k both satisfy the lBTP, then variable j will still satisfy the lBTP after elimination
of variable k. It follows that the result of eliminating all variables that satisfy the lBTP is unique, since a variable elimination
cannot invalidate another variable elimination. However, as with value eliminations by arc consistency, variable eliminations
can provoke new variable eliminations; if variable i did not satisfy the lBTP before elimination of k, it may satisfy the lBTP
after the elimination of k.

A variable k satisfies the lBTP and can be eliminated if, for all distinct i, j ∈ [n]−k , (u, v) ∈ Rij implies that

Rik(u) ⊆ R jk(v) ∨ Rik(u) ⊇ R jk(v). (5)

If for some u ∈ Di and some v ∈ D j , Eq. (5) does not hold, then we say that {i, j} is an lBTP obstruction-pair for k. Let
Obk be the set of lBTP obstruction-pairs {i, j} for k. We can assume that the set Rik(u) (for each i ∈ [n]−k and each u ∈ Di )
is stored in a direct access data structure, so that the test a ∈ Rik(u) is an O (1) operation. Furthermore, Eq. (5) trivially
holds if there is no constraint with scope {i,k} or no constraint with scope { j,k}. It follows that Obk can be determined by
checking whether Eq. (5) holds for each pair of constraints whose scopes contain k, and each possible choice of the values
u and v , by checking each possible a ∈ Dk . This can be completed in O (e2

kd3) time, where d is the maximum domain size
and ek is the number of binary constraints whose scope contains k.

Hence, the sets Obk (for all k ∈ [n]) can be calculated in O (ned3) time since
(n

k=1 e2
kd3 ! (n

k=1 nekd3 = 2ned3.
If any set Obk is empty, then variable k satisfies the lBTP and can be eliminated. When a variable k is eliminated, the

sets Obi (i ≠ k) must be updated by deleting all obstruction-pairs containing k. If any other Obi now becomes empty, then
variable i can also be eliminated, and the same updating procedure must be applied again. Since each obstruction-pair
{i, j} is deleted at most once from each Obk , the total number of deletions is bounded above by

(n
k=1 |Obk| ! (n

k=1 e2
k

! (n
k=1 nek = 2ne. Therefore, using appropriate indexing, the total time complexity to determine the variable elimination

closure by lBTP is O (ned3 + ne) = O (ned3). ✷
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Corollary 7.5. The problem of finding a variable ordering for which a binary CSP instance I satisfies the BTP (or determining that no
such order exists) can be solved in O (ned3) time.

Proof. To determine whether there exists a variable ordering for which I satisfies the BTP, we can simply test whether its
closure under the elimination of all variables that satisfy the lBTP is empty. If so, then the reverse of the order in which
variables were eliminated is a variable ordering for which I satisfies the BTP. Otherwise, no such ordering exists. ✷

Theorem 7.6. If the binary CSP instance I satisfies the BTP for some possibly unknown variable order ≺, then MAC (Maintaining Arc
Consistency during search) solves I in O (ned3) time whatever the instantiation order < of the variables during search.

Proof. Since I satisfies the BTP, and the BTP is a conservative property, any restriction I ′ of I produced by domain reduc-
tions (whether the result of instantiation of variables or arc consistency operations) also satisfies the BTP. By the proof of
Theorem 3.1, any arc consistent CSP instance that satisfies the BTP either has a solution or an empty domain. It follows
that MAC will be backtrack-free when applied to I , provided an assignment of a value to a variable is only accepted if the
resulting arc-consistency closure has non-empty domains. In the worst case, for each variable i, MAC will have to try all
values in Di . This makes a total of O (nd) times that arc consistency will have to be established. The complexity of O (ned3)
follows assuming that MAC uses an O (ed2) arc consistency algorithm such as AC-2001 [27]. ✷

Corollary 7.5 shows that the class of binary CSP instances satisfying the BTP for some possibly unknown variable ordering
can be recognized in O (ned3) time. Combining this with Theorem 7.6, it is possible to detect whether a binary CSP instance
I satisfies the BTP, and if the result is positive, to actually solve I , in O (ned3) time. The advantage of this approach, rather
than simply running MAC, is that we know in advance (in polynomial time) whether the BTP is satisfied and hence that
search will terminate in polynomial time.

In general, we would expect that some but not all variables can be eliminated using lBTP. An important question is
how variable elimination by lBTP interacts with classical value elimination techniques. Eliminating values (for example,
by arc consistency, path inverse consistency or neighbourhood substitution) cannot invalidate a variable elimination by
lBTP but can provoke new variable eliminations by lBTP. Similarly, a variable elimination by lBTP cannot invalidate value
eliminations by any of these techniques but can provoke a new value elimination by neighbourhood substitution. However,
a variable elimination by lBTP cannot destroy any form of consistency, and hence cannot provoke new value eliminations
by consistency operations. It is known that eliminating values by any convergent sequence of neighbourhood substitution
or consistency operations produces a CSP instance which is unique up to isomorphism [24]. It follows from the above
discussion that a similar result holds for any convergent sequence of variable eliminations by lBTP and value eliminations
by neighbourhood substitution or consistency operations.

8. Variable elimination using min-of-max extendability

As with the BTP, min-of-max extendability can also be used to eliminate variables. The important difference is that min-
of-max extendability is defined relative to an ordering of the domains. In this section, we first assume that orderings are
given for all domains, which allows us to generalize in a straightforward way the results of Section 7. Finally, we study the
case in which suitable domain orderings must be calculated.

We first define a local form of min-of-max extendability for a single variable k.

Definition 8.1. A variable k in a binary CSP instance is locally min-of-max extendable (lMME) for some ordering of Dk , if for
all pairs of distinct variables i, j ≠ k, (u, v) ∈ Rij implies that ⟨u, v, c⟩ is a consistent assignment for ⟨i, j,k⟩, where

c = min
#
max

#
Rik(u)

'
,max

#
R jk(v)

''
.

Proposition 8.2. Let I be an arc-consistent binary CSP instance on variables {1, . . . ,n} such that variable k is lMME for some ordering
of Dk, and let I ′ be the induced subproblem of I on variables [n]−k. Then I ′ has a solution if and only if I has a solution. Indeed, the set
of solutions to I ′ is exactly the projection of the set of solutions to I onto variables [n]−k.

Proof. Since I ′ is a subproblem of I we only need to prove that every solution of I ′ can be extended to a solution of I . Let
⟨a1, . . . ,ak−1,ak+1, . . . ,an⟩ be a consistent labelling of [n]−k , i.e., a solution of I ′ . By arc consistency, ∀i ≠ k, Rik(ai) ≠ ∅. Let
c = min{max(Rik(ai)): i ∈ [n]−k} and suppose that c = max(Ri0k(ai0)) where i0 ∈ [n]−k . Since variable k is lMME, ∀ j /∈ {i0,k},
⟨ai0 ,a j, c⟩ is a consistent assignment for ⟨i0, j,k⟩. Hence ⟨a1, . . . ,ak−1, c,ak+1, . . . ,an⟩ is a consistent assignment for variables
{1, . . . ,n}, i.e., a solution of I . ✷

An important, although obvious, property of any form of variable elimination is that it preserves arc consistency, since
eliminating a variable cannot invalidate arc consistency.
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Theorem 8.3. Given orderings of all domains, the closure of an arc-consistent binary CSP under the elimination of all variables that are
lMME is unique and can be found in O (ned2) time.

Proof. By Definition 8.1, if variables j and k are both lMME, then variable j will still be lMME after elimination of variable k.
It follows that the result of eliminating all variables that are lMME is unique, and can be obtained by eliminating such
variables (in any order) until convergence.

Call {i, j} an lMME obstruction-pair for k if ∃(u, v) ∈ Rij such that ⟨u, v, c⟩, where c = min(max(Rik(u)),max(R jk(v))),
is not a consistent assignment for ⟨i, j,k⟩. The maximum value in each Rij(u), for all i, j, u, can be precomputed in O (ed2)

time. Using these precomputed values we can calculate Obk , the set of lMME obstruction-pairs for k, in O (e2
kd2) time, where

ek is the number of binary constraints whose scope includes k. Summing over all variables k, we obtain a complexity of
O (

(n
k=1 ekd2) = O (ned2).

As in the proof of Theorem 7.4, we require O (ne) additional time to propagate deletions of variables. Hence the total
time complexity to calculate the closure under eliminations of variables that are lMME is O (ed2 + ned2 +ne) = O (ned2). ✷

If a variable satisfies the lBTP, then it is lMME (but the converse is not always true). It follows that eliminating variables
that are lMME is both stronger and (asymptotically) faster than eliminating variables that satisfy the lBTP.

Corollary 8.4. For given domain orderings, the problem of finding a variable ordering for which an arc-consistent binary CSP instance
is min-of-max extendable (or determining that no such variable ordering exists) can be solved in O (ned2) time.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 7.5. An arc-consistent binary CSP instance is min-of-max extendable if, and only if,
each of its variables can be eliminated in turn (in some order) because they are lMME. ✷

For a given ordering of Dk , we can clearly test whether the variable k is lMME in polynomial time. We call such an
ordering of the values of k a min-of-max ordering. If |Dk| is bounded by a constant, then we can test all possible orderings
of Dk in polynomial time. An obvious question is, in the case that |Dk| is not bounded by a constant, whether determining
the existence of a min-of-max ordering of Dk is tractable or not. We complete our study of min-of-max extendability by
showing below that this problem is, in fact, NP-complete.

Min-of-Max Ordering (MMO)
Input: a binary CSP instance I and a variable k
Question: does there exist a min-of-max ordering of Dk in I?

Theorem 8.5. The MMO problem for the class of CSP instances with finite but unbounded domain size is NP-complete.

Proof. MMO ∈ NP since checking that k is lMME for a given ordering of Dk is polynomial-time. To prove NP-completeness
we will construct a polynomial reduction from SAT to MMO. Consider an instance ISAT of SAT with n variables v1, . . . , vn .
We will construct a 3-variable binary CSP instance I in which D3 = {1, . . . ,2n + 2} and for which there exists a min-of-max
ordering of Dk if, and only if, ISAT is satisfiable.

Let D1 = D2 and place an equality constraint on variables ⟨1,2⟩. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, we add distinct values ai,bi, ci
to D1 = D2 and tuples to the constraints with scopes ⟨1,3⟩, ⟨2,3⟩ such that R13(ai) = {i,2n + 1}, R23(ai) = {n + i,2n + 1},
R13(bi) = {i,2n + 2}, R23(bi) = {n + i,2n + 2}, R13(ci) = {i,n + i,2n + 1}, R23(ci) = {i,n + i,2n + 2} (for i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}). This is
illustrated in Fig. 4. This construction ensures that, in any min-of-max ordering ≺ of D3, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, exactly one
of i, n + i is less than both of 2n + 1, 2n + 2: the assignment ⟨ai,ai⟩ (respectively ⟨bi,bi⟩) to variables ⟨1,2⟩ ensures that
min(i,n + i) is less than 2n + 1 (respectively 2n + 2), while the assignment ⟨ci, ci⟩ to variables ⟨1,2⟩ ensures that at most
one of i, n + i is less than both of 2n + 1, 2n + 2.

For any min-of-max ordering ≺ of D3, we associate the truth value false with vi precisely when i ≺ 2n + 1 and
i ≺ 2n + 2. Clearly, n + i can be associated with ¬vi , since by the construction in Fig. 4 exactly one of i, n + i is less than
both of 2n + 1, 2n + 2. For each clause C j = vi1 ∨ · · · ∨ vir in ISAT , we add a distinct value d j to D1 = D2 and tuples to the
constraints with scopes ⟨1,3⟩, ⟨2,3⟩ such that R13(d j) = {i1, . . . , ir,2n + 1}, R23(d j) = {i1, . . . , ir,2n + 2}. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4 for the clause vi1 ∨ vi2 ∨ vi3 . In any min-of-max ordering of D3, not all of i1, . . . , ir can be less than both 2n + 1
and 2n + 2; this corresponds to imposing the constraint that one of the variables vi1 , . . . , vir is true. (If the clause involves
a negated variable ¬vi , then we replace the value i by n + i in R13(d j) and R23(d j).) It follows that there is a min-of-max
ordering of D3 if, and only if, ISAT is satisfiable. This reduction can clearly be completed in polynomial time. ✷

9. Variable ordering heuristics based on the BTP

Even when it is not possible to eliminate any variable from an instance I using the lBTP, as described in Section 7, it
may still be true that some induced subproblem of I , on some subset of variables S , satisfies the BTP for some ordering of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) The construction which codes vn+i = ¬vi , since it implies that exactly one of the values i, n + i is less than both of 2n + 1, 2n + 2 in an MMEP
ordering of D3. (b) The construction which codes the clause vi1 ∨ vi2 ∨ vi3 since it implies that not all of i1, i2, i3 are less than both of 2n + 1, 2n + 2 in
an MMEP ordering of D3.

its variables. In this case, by ordering the whole set of variables X of I so that the variables in S all occur after the variables
in X − S , the subproblem on variables S obtained after the instantiation of the variables in X − S satisfies the BTP, since the
BTP is conservative. In this case, we know by Theorem 7.6 that MAC will be backtrack-free on the variables S . This implies
that the maximum number of leaf nodes visited in the MAC search tree will be dn−|S| . (Note that the same argument does
not apply to min-of-max extendability, as it is not conservative.)

Hence, to limit the size of the search tree explored by the MAC algorithm, it is desirable to find a large set of variables
S on which the BTP is satisfied. Once we have found such a set of variables S , then standard variable-ordering heuristics
[33–35] can be used to order the variables in X − S .

Unfortunately, finding the largest possible set of variables on which the BTP is satisfied is an NP-hard problem, as we
now show.

Theorem 9.1. Given a binary CSP instance I on variables X, it is NP-hard to determine the maximum size of a subset S ⊆ X such that
the induced subproblem of I on S satisfies the BTP.

Proof. The problem MAX-ONES is the problem of finding a solution to a problem SAT which maximizes the number of
boolean variables assigned the value true. It is known [36] that MAX-ONES is NP-hard (in fact, APX-complete) even when
restricted to instances whose clauses are all of the form φ(xi, x j, xk), where φ(x, y, z) = ¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬z. We will show that
any instance I1 of MAX-ONES whose clauses are all of this form can be expressed as a problem of finding the maximum
size of a subset of variables of a binary CSP instance I2 such that the induced subproblem of I2 on S satisfies the BTP.
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We say that there is a BTP obstruction (i, j,k,a, u, v,b) with respect to variable ordering < if there exist i < j < k such
that u ∈ Di , v ∈ D j , a,b ∈ Dk and (u,a) ∈ Rik , (u, v) ∈ Rij , (v,b) ∈ R jk , (u,b) /∈ Rik , and (v,a) /∈ R jk .

For each variable xi in I1, we create a variable i in I2. For each clause φ(xi, x j, xk) in I1, we create three BTP obstructions
which imply O i < max(O j, O k), O j < max(O k, O i) and O k < max(O i, O j). For example, creating a BTP obstruction which
implies O k < max(O i, O j) means adding values a,b to Dk , u to Di and v ∈ D j satisfying (u, v) ∈ Rij , (u,a) ∈ Rik , (v,b) ∈
R jk , (u,b) /∈ Rik and (v,a) /∈ R jk . The inequality constraints implied by the three BTP obstructions are inconsistent, but any
subset of two of these constraints is consistent. Therefore at most two of i, j,k can belong to S . Associating xi = true with
i ∈ S , these three BTP obstructions therefore impose the constraint φ(xi, x j, xk) on the corresponding variables in I1. This
reduction is polynomial-time (and in fact log-space), which demonstrates that finding the maximum induced subproblem
of I2 which satisfies the BTP is NP-hard. ✷

10. Conclusion

We have described new tractable classes of binary CSP instances which significantly generalize tree-structured problems
as well as previously-identified language-based classes. These new classes are obtained by imposing requirements on the
sets of constraints imposed on all ordered triples of variables. Moreover, we have shown that the problem of determining a
variable ordering for which these properties hold is solvable in polynomial time.

We see this work as a first step towards a complete characterization of all hybrid tractable classes of constraint satisfac-
tion problems, that is, all tractable classes which are obtained by restricting the combined properties of both the constraint
relations and the way in which they interact.

From a practical point of view, we have shown that the properties which define the tractable classes introduced in
this paper can also be used to eliminate variables in binary CSPs. This provides us with a reduction technique which is
orthogonal and complementary to classical value elimination techniques such as arc consistency.

Furthermore, one of the local properties (the BTP) can be used to improve variable-ordering heuristics by instantiating
last a subset of variables on which the BTP holds. An interesting area for future research would be to investigate variable
ordering heuristics which try to minimize the number of times the BTP is not satisfied.
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